: Scaling of the method runtime with increasing number of samples in the reference panel. ARDISS scales linearly for an increasing number of samples as both the weight learning step and the imputation step only rely on inner products of genotypes for the computation of the covariance matrix. The experiments were run on our server, under the conditions specified in Section 3.5, for the 0% AA 100% NHW study over chromosomes 18 to 22, and for di↵erent sizes of a sub-sampled reference panel (n = 364, 546, 819, 1092) . Pearson's correlation coe cients obtained during imputation across di↵erent mixtures of ethnicity sets using ARDISS and other available methods on chromosome 12. ImpG-Summary was run using all the samples in the reference panel, with only the European samples (ImpG-Summary-EUR) and with only the African samples (ImpG-Summary-AFR). DISTMIX computed the optimal weights from the allele frequencies and it was run with manual weight setting (for which we provided it with the original fractions of ASW and CEU). Figure S5: Pearson's correlation coe cients obtained during imputation on chromosome 12 of the 0%AA 100%NHW admixed cohort for di↵erent window sizes. The performance initially increases for larger windows but deteriorates for very large values. The reason is that larger windows lead to less successful automatic relevance determination, since large windows encompass more LD regions and dilute the signal. Moreover, the imputation step is also a↵ected as larger windows negatively impact imputation by adding considerable noise from irrelevant SNPs. Figure S6 : Breakdown of the runtime for imputation over chromosomes 18-22 using di↵erent window sizes. While the complexity of ARDISS is quadratic in the window size, very small window sizes also have a longer runtime in practice. This is due to the larger numbers of iterations the optimizer need to converge for small window sizes. The experiments were run on our server, under the conditions specified in Section 3.5, for the 0%AA 100%NHW study. 1 Acknowledgements
